GAIN AN EDGE THIS SUMMER AT SETON HALL

www.shu.edu/summer2019
Summer is a time to reflect on what you’ve accomplished and look forward to what’s ahead! Make the most of it by adding some sizzle to your sun n’ fun with this roster of cool classes. Try something new, take your interests to another level, or get a head start on the next year.

A RANGE OF CLASSES AS WIDE AS THE OCEAN:

American Art • Anatomy and Physiology • Anthropology
Asian History • Astronomy • Business Ethics
Digital Art and Design • Drawing • Forensic Biology
Genetics • Journalism • Marketing • Microbiology
Non-Profit Advocacy • Nursing • Oral Communication
Philosophy • Physics • Real Estate Finance
Reality Television • Sport Management • Statistics
Supply Chain Management • Visual Theory
Web Design • Plus, travel opportunities to destinations including Rome, Paris, Tokyo and Xi’an, China

...and that’s just a sample. Take a deeper dive at www.shu.edu/summer2019